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Across
3 One in ill health gets bill (3)
8 Show a means of design in sixth form? (6)
9 Have Paul shot in revolution (8)
10 Bakers and cooks need racks (but not many) (8)
11 Liberal spirit's first to be sensual? (6)
12 Singer in company touring Arabic states (6)
13 Explanation of six geese flying around (8)
15 Designs about alien worlds (7)
17 Agile supermodel returns covered in make up (7)
21 Enemy of turtles maybe found in the office (8)
24 In Cyprus, gannet regularly has time for young bird (6)
26 Screw a German agreement with the Italian men (6)
27 Key conceit does not begin to describe folly (8)
28 Psychologist reportedly is hot but not very old (8)
29 Latin sex god originally seen in these! (6)
30 Almost drop a book (3)

Down
1 Artist in autumn shower (8)
2 Texan adult goes round site of summer retreat (6)
3 Move thoughtfully (8)
4 After one leaves, resubmit design for style of trouser (7)
5 Love to be lifted up in praise for resistance (6)
6 Head off Asian's Zen movement showing idiosyncrasy (8)
7 Arab national who sounds full of phlegm! (6)
14 Question is ignored in appeal (3)
15 Fool stands up for dance (3)
16 Demand for female in affair is irritating (8)
18 Astute American company is supported by four in cut (8)
19 Experts spank Tom's arse (8)
20 Anger envelopes one beginning to sip spirits (7)
22 Direct from the Adonis (4-2)
23 Protege with revolutionary heart turns up in Cambridge College (6)
25 Half-hearted thug with onset of attention deficit syndrome - its the glands (6)